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Twitter  

•  To understand the properties of underlying media and model 
communication patterns. 

•  Popular, so became a venue to broadcast rumors and 
misinformation. 

•  Use Epidemiological models to characterize information 
cascades resulting from both news and rumors. 



What they Used and Told? 

•  Epidemiological Model. 
•  SEIZ enhanced Epidemic model. 
•  Eight events across the world. 
•  “Our approach is accurate at capturing diffusion in the events.” 
•  Combining with other strategies to detect rumors:- 
– Content Modeling. 
– Graph Theoretic Features 



Introduction 

•  Staging grounds for modern movements. 

•  Using Facebook for to organize protests and spread awareness. 

•  Using Social Platforms for disseminating information. 

•  FBI Recently used for 2013 Boston Marathon bombing, 

•  Though, Reddit led to mistaken Identification.                                                                                                                                                                                                                               



Introduction Continues... 

•  Information Diffusion on Twitter. 
•  Epidemiological Models:- 
– Susceptible (S) 
– Exposed (E) 
–  Infected (I) 
– Recovered (R) 

•  SI, SIS, SEIZ. 
– Skeptic (Z) 

•  SIHR, SCIR 



Key Contributions 

•  How SEIZ model better than SIS. 

– Eight Representative Stories . 
• Four True Events. 
• Four  Rumors. 

– Screening Criteria for distinguishing rumors from  real 
news on Twitter. 



Twitter Datasets studied  



Tweet Volume. 

(a) Amuay explosion (b) Castro rumor 



Followers and Fellowees Distributions 

 (a) Amuay explosion (b) Castro rumor 



Retweet Cascade. 

 (a) Amuay explosion   (b) Castro rumor 



SIS Model 

SIS model framework 



SEIZ Model 

SEIZ model framework 



Parameter Identification 

Numerical implementation work-flow. 



Results Using 
Relative error in 2-norm :- 

Mean error deviation :- 



Fitting Results- NEWS 



Fitting Results-Rumors 



Boston Marathon Bombing Analysis 

Ratios of SEIZ model for 
Boston dataset. 



Rumor Detection 



Conclusion 

•  How true news and rumor stories being propagated over Twitter can be 
modeled by epidemiologically-based population models. 

•  Have shown that the SEIZ model, in particular, is accurate in capturing the 
information spread of a variety of news and rumor topics. 

•  Demonstrated how these parameters can also be incorporated into a 
strategy for supporting the identification of Twitter topics as rumor or 
news. 

Future Scope:- 
•  Modeling propagation over static data. In future, plan is to adapt this model 

for capturing news and rumors in real-time.	  



QUESTIONS ? 

THANK YOU. 


